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TO: Homer Economic Development Commission

FROM: Jennifer Gibbins
    Executive Director

RE: Support Pratt Community Pavilion Project

Action Requested
The Pratt Museum & Park respectfully requests support from the Homer Economic Development Commission for our Community Pavilion/Trails Project.

Rationale
Aligned with the “Pioneer Gateway Development/EPIC” (EPIC = Engaging People, Impacting Community) vision as Mike Ilg recently wrote in the January MAPP newsletter, re-invigoration of the Pratt campus could catalyze this and other partnerships and make the Pratt, and downtown Homer, a destination in itself that people return to time and time again—sometimes for performances or programs, sometimes to gather with friends, to walk quietly in a natural setting, to discover something, or to contribute to community knowledge. And to shop and dine in the locally owned small businesses along Pioneer Avenue and the surrounding downtown.

Project in a Nutshell
Four specific elements:
- Build an outdoor community gathering & performance pavilion
- Enhance our ADA accessible forest trails
- Improve trailhead connection with Pioneer Avenue
- Enhance appearance of the corner of our property overlooking Pioneer Avenue

Background
Since its inception in 1968, the Pratt Museum has grown into an award-winning, community-driven museum with a modest footprint and an ambitious spirit. For decades, while the main focus of the institution was exhibits, collections, and programs within the museum’s walls, the Pratt and its partners worked hard to secure the museum’s property, 9.3 acres of
urban greenspace in the heart of downtown Homer overlooking the Pioneer Avenue small business corridor.

While the museum has long been thought of as Homer’s living room (the site of Homesteaders’ tea gatherings, art-filled celebrations, as well as tough community conversations), the Pratt campus is Homer’s original “Central Park.” The property contains seven acres of undeveloped terrain within city limits, which encompass native spruce forest and a winding, 500-foot stretch of Woodard Creek, Homer’s largest urban stream. It is a place for exercise, quiet contemplation, exploration of the natural world, birdwatching, as well as structured museum experiences such as outdoor exhibits, celebrations, guided walks and participatory programs. Nearly a quarter mile of ADA-accessible trails makes the campus welcoming to all.

Opportunity

Covid-19 hit the Pratt—and cultural institutions across the country—like an anvil, forcing a reckoning. A cascade of existential questions followed: What are we if not four walls holding exhibits and treasured objects? How can we engage visitors when our doors are closed? How can we foster community when we cannot gather in a warm, lighted space? For months, the Pratt has been asking—and answering—these questions, and realizing that the museum faces an enormous opportunity to weather the pandemic—and to enhance the institution for generations to come—by embracing the opportunities of its property (campus).

The “Pioneer Gateway Development/EPIC” concept is ripe; people are looking for new ways to gather, engage, and explore while maintaining social distance and staying outside. At the same time, the museum is primed to take this next step. The museum renovation is complete, and energetic new leadership from staff and board is ready to embrace new opportunities.

Already, the Pratt is leveraging its campus in new and exciting ways. The Pratt brand has been reframed as Pratt Museum & Park to signal to the local and visiting public the outdoor recreational opportunities on its 10-acre campus. Circles of colorful Adirondack chairs are staged about the property as “Covid-safe” outdoor meeting spaces and places for visitors to relax and take in the scenery. The Pratt has increased its outdoor programming through new partnerships. For example, a partnership with Pier 1 Theater has already made possible two seasons of sold out theatrical and musical performances in its forest including a highly-anticipated spooky Shakespeare production on the eve of Halloween, Always, Patsy Cline (musical), Pride & Prejudice and workshops during its summer youth theater camp. Monthly
First Friday events (April – October) now take place outside with live music, grilled hot dogs, snacks & lemonade, kids and games – all free to the public. A recently completed comprehensive 2-year renovation of the Pratt’s Botanical and Homestead Gardens is setting the stage for a new suite of outdoor educational programs, guided walks and workshops launching in the spring of 2022.

The overarching vision for the Pratt Park is to restore and expand its role as the vibrant heart of the downtown - an attractive and enticing natural outdoor public square which becomes a destination in itself, as well as a valued community recreational resource with amenities that are available to local residents and individual travelers, groups, organizations, schools, etc. This vision is aligned with the overarching goal of the Kenai Peninsula 2021-2026 Comprehensive Economic Strategy to support high quality of living and quality of life for throughout the Kenai (see KPEDD CED). Enhancing the Pratt outdoor property directly aligns with the Homer Comprehensive Plan’s vision of “A multi-use destination that is the heart and soul of a community can both create an identity and generate good jobs and economic growth for that city” including goals of emphasizing connections to Pioneer Avenue, Main Street and Old Town to help support and expand local businesses. Additionally, the project aligns with the plan’s three primary tourism related goals: Invest in local infrastructure, parks and civic improvements that will serve locals as well as visitors; support efforts to improve community attractions including the downtown; increase net benefits that tourism brings to Homer. As a centerpiece of the downtown, the Pratt is also a vital component of work currently underway by the Homer Economic Development Advisory Commission to revitalize and restore downtown Homer which has been struggling since the 1986 construction of the Homer “Bypass” which redirected visitor traffic from the town’s center and year-round commercial corridor to the seasonal Homer Spit. The Commission’s strategic vision for the downtown includes cultivating and expanding new cultural tourism, in order to grow and broaden quality of life for locals, local/visitor spending, create more business opportunities, jobs, and local government revenue. Work includes a walkable downtown linked by sidewalks, bike trails and accessible walking trails, new festivals and events such as the Homer World Arts and Homer Peony Festivals of which the Pratt is a participating partner, and a new vision for the former Homer Education and Recreation Complex (HERC), a property neighboring and linked to the Pratt by walking trails, as a welcome gateway to Homer and Pioneer Avenue.

The Pratt has been a leader in addressing some of the community’s greatest challenges—from climate change to vandalism to the Exxon Valdez oil spill disaster. The Pratt Park project is an
opportunity to reignite its role as a facilitator of community-wide conversations and to convene partners to help further the vision of a vibrant, walkable downtown corridor in Homer. The goal of embracing this new value proposition and re-envisioning is to activate the outdoor space as much as the museum already does its indoor space.

Benefits of this project would include:
- Addition of new space for education/art/performances, new opportunities for participatory exhibits, programing and community created art by the Pratt and other organizations and groups.
- Enhanced ability to serve the community and visitors through a place where people can gather, recreate and linger for hours.
- Opportunities to serve as a community leader in creative placemaking efforts carried out by Bunnell Street Arts Center, the City of Homer, the Homer Chamber of Commerce, and others.
- Opportunity to serve as a community hub, via trail connections, year-round outdoor gathering space, etc.
- Increased visibility by improving campus edges adjacent to Pioneer, Bartlett, etc. through trail connections, Peonies on Pioneer garden, improved signage, etc.
- Creation of special attractions for one of the museum’s most important constituent groups—young families—through creation of an outdoor play space.
- New opportunities for visiting and/or local artists.
- New business partnership opportunities, e.g. with Pioneer Avenue restaurants, coffee shops and stores for trail connection, picnic vouchers, event services, etc.
Homer City Council
2021/2022 Marketing Presentation

2021 WAS A RECORD-BREAKING YEAR!
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2021 WINTER KING SALMON TOURNAMENT

- 1,562 ANGLERS
- 455 BOATS
- $238,306 TOTAL PRIZE MONEY
- $87,027 GRAND PRIZE FOR TOP FISH

2021 HCOC EVENTS
HCOC SUPPORTED EVENTS

NEW HOMERALASKA.ORG WEBSITE
BOOK DIRECT RESERVATION TOOL

7,069 Searches

2,274 referrals

3.82 days, Average length of stay

$38,031 Estimated booking revenue
BOOK DIRECT RESERVATION TOOL
TOP U.S. STATES

Alaska 24.2%
California 21.98%
North Carolina 10.51%
Wisconsin 4.78%

INTERACTIVE MAP FOR HOMER NEIGHBORHOODS
COVID-SAFE TRAVEL GRANT GOALS

• 1. Reach out to Alaska residents in the Anchorage metro area and across the Kenai Peninsula to draw them to Homer promoting our events and summer activities.
• 2. Connect with people outside of Alaska who were looking for last minute travel plans to more COVID friendly destinations.
• 3. Create interest among travelers making plans for their 2022 vacations.
• 4. Invest in marketing tools that we can use long-term.

COVID-SAFE TRAVEL GRANT

• Ran radio ads and used digital media ads in Anchorage and Kenai/Soldotna areas.
• Ran national radio ads targeting high potential travelers.
• Placed print ads in newspapers and magazines such as Fish Alaska and Edible Alaska.
• Hired a social media consultant to build out our Facebook and Instagram pages.
• Expanded our advertising partnership with ATIA and their Travel Alaska website.
• Added more tools to our website such as mapping apps and direct reservation tools.
• Added more images and content for our new Homer Visitor Guide/Magazine.
• Created a tourism video that will be featured on all our marketing platforms.
• Purchased a TV monitor and software for the Homer airport to display city & visitor information, promote our local events and showcase our local businesses.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MARKETING EFFORTS

- Website users were up 74%, page views were up 16%
- Website visitors from the Anchorage area were 10% of total visitors before this effort, and were at 26% by the end of August
- Digital advertising generated over 5 million impressions
- Facebook generated 775,231 impressions (+44%) and 72,453 engagements (+28%)
- Instagram generated 391,386 impressions (+6,516%) and 17,574 engagements (+585,700%)
- Traffic to our main visitor center was back to 2019 levels and our volunteers spent much of their time helping with last minute accommodation and activity plans.

SPIT VISITOR CENTER
HOMER BUCKS

In 2021 Over $235,000 of Homer Bucks Were Circulated in the Homer Economy
2022 TRAVELERS SAY THEY WILL FOCUS ON FUN!

- INTEREST IN PURE LEISURE TRAVEL GREW TO 69.2%
- OVER 30% MORE AMERICANS EXPECT TO TAKE LEISURE TRIPS THIS YEAR THAN IN 2021
- AMERICAN TRAVELERS SAY THEY WILL PRIORITIZE HAVING FUN AT 75.8% OVER RELAXING, FINDING HAPPINESS AND ESCAPING STRESS

ATIA INDUSTRY OUTLOOK PRESENTATION

2022 MAJOR EVENTS
HOMER VISITOR GUIDE & MAGAZINE

- Upgraded cover and inside paper stock
- Redesigned guide using more images and less copy.
- Goal is to show more of the activities you can find in Homer in addition to our world class fishing.
- Will feature the Homer neighborhoods
- Digital version will be added to the website with business hyperlinks
SOCIAL MEDIA WILL BE USED MORE TO PROMOTE FUN ADVENTURES

RV AND CAMPING ARE A FAMILY FRIENDLY AND SAVE WAY TO VACATION